THE PHOTO KITCHEN
A FEAST FOR THE EYES

Photography
so good they
can taste it.
In our digital environment there is a high level of competition,
and only seconds to grab your scroller’s attention.
It is now more important than ever for restaurants and foodies to
stand out and showcase their unique & distinct individuality, as
well as the artistry of their dishes.
Your food photography can make the difference between
your restaurant and that of the competition. It can be the
reason people order a specific dish, decide to frequent your

In The Photo Kitchen, we cook up mouth-watering photography
aimed at enticing your customers through the door, all year round.

Every image Shannon takes really tells a story and captures
each business in a unique way.
– COLLINE’S KITCHEN

THE PHOTO KITCHEN

establishment, or order your products.

Shannon’s attention to detail
during my photo shoots was
exceptional. She takes more
care than I would have done
with my own dishes, making

The Kitchen Close Up.

sure they all capture the style

The Photo Kitchen is a 12 month photography membership, which aims to give

of The Merry Kitchen.

members access to professional food photography all year round.

– THE MERRY KITCHEN

M E M B E R S H AV E A C C E S S T O :

World class food photography

Flexible packages to

to use across all platforms

suit every budget

Easy-to-access, personal,
online image library with High
& low resolution images

& Props

AND SO MUCH MORE!

THE PHOTO KITCHEN

Food Styling

Photo Backdrops

Our Secret Recipe.
IN THE PHOTO KITCHEN, WE WORK HARD TO COOK UP:

Consistent photography
all year round

No expensive day rates

Option to split your costs
into monthly or quarterly
payments

Pick your hours as and
when you need

Zero mileage costs if
Purposeful images

you are within 20 miles

24/7 Easy online access to
Plan your photoshoots

all your photos, organised

throughout the year

into your specific folders in
high and low resolution

Less time and stress spent

Using the same photographer

finding an efficient and

will boost the consistency and

available photographer

strength of your brand

THE PHOTO KITCHEN

of SLR HQ

The Photo Chef.
Hi, I am Shannon Lee Robinson. Destined to be a

I started working in bars and restaurants when I

photographer.

was 14, which has given me valuable insight into
the world of hospitality. Now, I’m also equipped

I have been running SLR Photography since 2009

with my camera, creative backdrops and many

and am very passionate about helping small

years experience of lighting, styling & making

businesses build strong, beautiful brands.

food look its absolute best.

I was born in South Africa and now live in the

My second biggest passion is travelling. I love

heart of the countryside in the beautiful village of

experiencing different cultures and tasting all

Aldworth in West Berkshire.

sorts of exotic foods.

I don’t just take pictures, I tell stories. I am at my

Magic happens when food is presented in

happiest when I am capturing food and telling

beautiful light, with the perfect props and

unique stories.

complimentary backdrops.

Being a massive foodie, my entire body smiles

Food is life.

every time I eat, especially when it is exceptional
Bringing food to life, mastering it, capturing it,
tasting it ... that’s what I live for!
Food excites me, it challenges me and makes me
happy. This is why I love photographing food more
than anything.

With the help of Shannon’s images our online audience has grown extensively. We love her Yearly
Membership Packages, they are less expensive and much more valuable than booking one off
photoshoots.
– L’ORTOLAN

THE PHOTO KITCHEN

food!

The Menu.
Choose the package to suits your needs and use your photography hours as and when you need to throughout the year.

W H AT Y O U G E T :
•

World class food photography to showcase your brand

The Entrée

£1,280

•

12, 24 or 32 hours of Photography Coverage depending

(12 HOURS)

OR

£107

on your package choice

OR

Includes post-processing [Colour correction, toning,

£320

and retouching]
•

Access to your own personal online image library with
high & low resolution images

•

2-3 lighting scenarios for each dish

•

4-5 different angles for each dish

•

Food Styling (if needed)

•

Photo Backdrops & Props

•

Visual Mood Board

•

Photography Brief

•

20% off SLR photography’s backdrops

•

Training on use of backdrops

•

Personalised backdrop options

* F R E E T R AV E L U P T O 2 0 M I L E S

PER QUARTER

The Ã la Carte

£2,420

(24 HOURS)

OR

£202

ALL MEMBERS RECEIVE:
•

Feature in The Photo Kitchen’s
online Magazine

•

Regular tags and mentions in
SLR’s social media posts

•

Moving Images & GIF’s

PER MONTH

OR

£605

PER QUARTER

The Gourmand

£3,040

(32 HOURS)

OR

£254

PER MONTH

OR

£760

PER QUARTER

Additional hours can be added to any package at reduced
hourly membership rates

THE PHOTO KITCHEN

•

PER MONTH

PLUS!

The Members.
Having recent photos of our food proved to work really well across both our website
and instagram feed. This allows us to keep our content fresh and match our images
to different seasons. Shannon offers a super friendly and down-to-earth approach
to business and is a joy to work with. I would highly recommend her annual photo
packages if you want to boost your marketing and have the guarantee of fresh
professional photos throughout the entire year.
– CHILLI DOGS

Shannon’s photos show that she totally understands the ethos behind both the style
of my food and my business. She is passionate about her work and this is evident

These images are INSANE!! I am

in her unfailing desire to ensure I was totally happy with every photo that she took.

so, so happy with the results,

Whenever I use any of her photos in my social media, the response is excellent. I can

what a fantastic shoot!

say without doubt, her images have been a major part of securing the catering for
weddings and other events.

– SOJO KITCHEN

As a small business, it helped financially to split the
cost in to affordable payments. More importantly,
it gave us the opportunity to capture seasonal
specials and new promotions throughout the year,
rather than having to fork out for one off photo
shoots or wait until the following year.
– MISSION BURRITO
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– THE MERRY KITCHEN

Join the Photo
Kitchen today!
IT’S SIMPLE!

Choose your

2
Pick your preferred

membership

payment plan

package

3

Sign your
membership
contract

4
Book in your
first shoot

The membership packages that SLR offers are flexible and very
reasonably priced. This is the best thing that I ever did for my business!
I now have a library of images to use and they are all conveniently
saved in my dropbox, which I can access anytime I need to.
– COLLINE’S KITCHEN
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